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WHY A DISCUSSION GUIDE? 

We believe the effectiveness of any educational program will be en
hanced if it can obtain the participation of each person in the group. It is for 
this reason that the filmstrip/record presentation contains five questions to 
be answered both before and after the presentation. The questions are 
designed to be the springboard for discussion. 

This discussion guide is an extension of that concept. It is designed to 
bring more ideas from the presentation into the discussion phase of the 
program. 

It does not matter whether you are a group of students in a classroom 
with the teacher as moderator, or a group of friends and neighbors gathered 
in a living room with your host as moderator. The important thing is to have 
as many people as possible express their ideas, listen to the ideas of others 
and , where appropriate, temper their own thinking under the free exchange 
of conversation. 

We cannot emphasize too strongly that people should be encouraged to 
explain the facts or groups of facts which lead them to their opinions and 
ideas. The divergence of the facts which people consider to be pertinent is 
usually the cause of opposing opinions and ideas. 

The moderator, whether a teacher in the classroom or a host in a living 
room, should not seek to be the authority or single source of information. 
But rather, he should be the catalyst which brings all the people into the 
discussion-drawing out those who may be somewhat reticent, and prevent
ing the loquacious ones from monopolizing the available time. 

The occasion will occur when a fact advanced by some person is chal
lenged by another in the group. This is good. It is evidence that the interest 
is high. But do not let the disagreement stall the discussion. Make a note of 
it and ask each person to assume the individual responsibility to examine 
the fact more thoroughly and determine its veracity. 

In addition to the questions and ideas proposed in these discussion guides, 
there is an expanded bibliography included at the end of this booklet. 
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Group 1 Part 1 

A BRIEF LOOK AT HISTORY Discussion Guide 

1. T he narration has suggested, "Nowadays what happens in one na tio n 
vitally affects the rest of the world. The drama of revolution in Cuba, fam ine 
in Red China, depression in East Germany, prosperity in West Germany, 
struggle in Viet Nam-affects all the nations in the world, directly or indi
rectly ." Do you agree with this suggestion or not, and what evidence can you 
advance for your position? 
(Note: Gel opinions from one or two individuals. See if anyone has a contrary 
position. Lei the group propose what additional factual information would 
be desirable to resolve the question.) 

2. The narration has suggested that half, or more, of all the people who ever 
lived have lived a shorter life than might have been expected, due to lack of 
sufficient and proper food-from famine and starvation. Wha t evidence do 
we have within our group to substantiate this contention? 

3. The narration refers to the great we alth, comfort and leisure that we 
Americans enjoy. Perhaps these three terms could be expressed by the 
term "standard of living. " How would you measure standard of living? Upon 
what doe s it depend? Is there a necessary connection between standard of 
living and peace of mind or con tentment? 

4. At one point in the narration it says , "There is the repeated pattern of 
situation, conflict and climax-estab lishing the relationship between cause 
and effect. That is what we must see if we are to learn from history. " What 
is your opinion as to whether or not we can learn from history? Is th ere , in 
your opinion, a repeated pattern of situation, confli ct and climax- establish
ing the relationship between cause and effec t? To what extent has man 
changed, basically, throughout history? A person , name unknown, stated a 
cont rary view when he said, "The only thing w e can learn from history, is 
that we cannot learn from history." As we look at the vario us situations in 
history, there is usually a passage of time, a change of geographical location, 
a difference in man 's knowledge and experience. Does this mean necessarily 
that historical situations cannot be compared, that we cannot learn from 
history? 

5. The narration refers to material wealth of a nation as being measured by 
the real goods and services available to its people, and n ot by printed pieces 
of paper call ed money. What then is th e rela tionship of mon ey, as we think 
of it, and material w ealth? Is there any connec tion at all? What determines 
the amount of money in circulation? Who or wha t puts m oney into circ ula
tion? Why? Could our country increase its material wealLh by increasing the 
amoun t of money in circulation? 



6. Recall the definition of freedom given in the narration: "Freedom is the 
absence of external h uman control or restraint over individual thought and 
action ." Would you explain in your own words what you think this means? 
What does the w ord "external " mean here? What does th e word "human" 
mean here? Are the se two w ords necessary and desirable in the definition 
from your point of view? 

7. The narration says emphatically that "For every ounce of individual free
dom man mus t assume an ounce of individual responsibility ." Do you agree 
with thi s statement, and if so, why? If n ot, why not? What are some examples 
of individual responsibility? 

8. How does it decrease people's freedom when we do things which prevent 
people from fa iling? Is not helping people a virtue? W hen is it not a virtue? 

9. What is the relationship between freedom and security? Which one do 
you prefer? Can there be a blending of both? How? How can we have secur
ity? Can someone else give us security? Can someone else give us freedom? 

10. The narration says, "If we want free dom we have to earn it, then guard 
it, generation after generation. It must be understood, then taught from parent 
to chil d, over and over again. " Do you fe el that this is a necessary condition? 
Why should it be necessary to guard our freed om? How might freedom be 
lost? 

11. Why do you either agree or disagree with the concluding statemen l. in the 
narration, "FREEDOM IS THE MAINSPRING OF HUMAN PROGRESS!" If 
you disagree , what do you fe el is the mainspring, an d why? 

notes 
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Group 1 Part 2 

THE TWO WORLDS Discussion Guide 

1. The script quotes Thomas Jefferson as saying, "The God who gave us life 
gave us liberty. Can the liberties of a nation be secure when we have removed 
a conviction that these liberties are a gift of God?" What other source than 
the Creator can there be of man's freedom? Can ou r liber ties be given to us 
by a man or a gr oup of men? If th ey have the authority to give us freedom , 
have they also the authority to take it away? 

2. If we assume the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and Red China are 
examples of countries where the people, for the most part, have lost much of 
their freedom; exactly what freedoms have these people lost? Let 's make 
a detailed and specific listing. 

3. Can you give several examples of how the conditions under which we live, 
day by day, cause us to react? What limitations do you feel affect you? 

4. In what areas of our daily life are we dependent to some degree on the 
climate created by our national, state and local governments? In what areas 
of our daily life are we almost totally independent of national, state and local 
governments? To what extent can we say we are totally self-reliant? 

100% ? 80%? 60%? 40%? 20%? O% ? 
(Note: Take a tally of the group's opinion.) 

5. The script talks about the use of our talents. What determines or limits 
the areas in which we might decide to spend our time, effort and resources 
in earning our living? 

6. What evidence is available to indicate that in the totalitarian countries, 
such as the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and Red China, man does not 
have the freedom to decide which talents he will try to use? 

7. Should man have the right to own land and property? If not , why not? If 
yes, where does he get that right? What should determine who shall own land 
and such other real property, and how much of it they can own? 

8. Is there a connection between the possibility of owning something and 
the amount of effort people are willing to expend? What are some of the 
words used to describe this willingness? (Motivation, incentive , reward, . .. ) 

9. In these United States, of all the things that you feel you should not , or 
cannot do, (a) what percentage of them are just because you feel that way, 
and (b) what percentage are actually in violation of some national, state or 
local law? 
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Own Feelings 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Against the law 100% 80% 60% 40% 20 % 0% 

(Note: Make a tally of the group to determine the average percentages. Ask 
several people in the group to give specific examples which influenced their 
determina tion.) 

10. What influences your actions more: (a) hope of reward, or (b) fear of 
punishment? Make a tally of the group, then let one or two people from each 
category explain their reasons for their answer. 

11. The script indicates that within the world of freedom, man is considered 
to have both a body and a soul and that the soul is as important, if not more 
so, as the body. What thoughts lead you to believe that you, and all men, 
have a soul? Can you prove it? Can anyone disprove it? Does your belief that 
you have a soul affect your thoughts and actions? Is it a help to you? Is it a 
help to your fellow man? 

12. How would you show that every human being is a little bit different from 
every other human being? Are human beings more alike than they are differ
ent? Give your reasons. Is it very important to you and others to be treated 
as individuals, rather than as a part of a group, class or other collection of 
people? Is that the way you are treating people? 

13. It is generally agreed that we, in these United States have (a) more in
dividual freedom than other people, and (b) enjoy a higher standard of living 
than other people in other lands. If you were forced to make a choice be
tween (a) more individual freedom, or (b) a higher standard of living, which 
would you choose? Is there a connection between the two? Is it possible to 
have a higher standard of living for most of the population without having 
more individual freedom? 

14. Can you begin to see more clearly the idea that the script talks about: 
namely, that there are TWO WORLDS-the one of individual freedom and 
the other of regimenta tion? Is there a place or nation on this earth where it is 
all one or the other? What would you estimate is the highest percentage of 
individual freedom available in any country on earth? What would you esti
mate is the lowest percentage of freedom available in any country on earth? 
Which countries do you have in mind? 

15. The script says, "Included within the concept of VIRTUE is that of com
passion, charity and love, by individuals for other individuals in need and 
want. Only in extreme cases should compassion and charity be delegated to 
the state in place of individual action." Who do you feel can do the best 
job of providing compassion and charity to people in need: (a) individual 
people, possibly acting in voluntary groups such as the church, or (b) any or 
all of the various governmental bodies? What are the advantages of individual 
action in the field of compassion and charity? What are the disadvantages? 
What are the advantages of governmental action in the field of compassion 
and charity? What are the disadvantages? 
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THE T\N 

UNDER REGIMENTATION 
UNDER THESE CONDITIONS PROBABLE REACTION 

RELIANCE and RESPONSIBILITY 
RELIANCE TAKEN OVER BY STATE AS MAN GIVES UP TRYING TO GROW 
MEANS OF MAKING MAN MORE MORE OR PRODUCE MORE. MAN 
DEPENDENT ON THE STATE. STATE ASSUMES LITTLE RESPONSIBILlTY-
ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY. MUST DEPEND ON STATE. 

TALENTS and REWARD 
TALENTS ARE RESTRICTED TO FIT MAN'S TALENTS LIE DORMANT AND 
STATE PLANS. REWARD IS GIVEN BY UNDEVELOPED. MAN WORKS TO 
WHIMS OF STATE, NOT BY THOSE PLEASE STATE- TO AVOID PUNISHMENT 
WE SERVE BEST. BY THE STATE. 

POSSESSIONS and LAND 
NEITHER ARE OBTAINABLE FOR THE MAN HAS NO INCENTIVE TO WORK. 
MOST PART. THEY ARE OWNED OR ~ HE CAN GAIN SO LITTLE. HE JUST 
CONTROLLED BY STATE. I TRIES TO STAY ALIVE. 

JUSTICE and CONTROL 
JUSTICE IS A VARIABLE TO SERVE MAN IS UNSURE OF HIMSELF-
THE INTERESTS OF THE STATE. ADOPTS A "WAIT AND SEE" ATTI-
CONTROL IS MAINLY EXTERNAL, TUDE; IS LIKE AN ANIMAL AT THE 
THROUGH FEAR OF AND FORCE BY END OF A WHIP- ALWAYS IN FEAR 
THE STATE. OF THE STATE. 

VIRTUE and RESPECT 
MATERIALISM MORE IMPORTANT THAN MAN OBEYS STATE WHETHER MORAL 
GOD, OR GOD IS DENIED. LITTLE OR IMMORAL; DEN IES GOD, OR PUTS 
OR NO BASIS FOR VIRTUE. RESPECT GOD SECOND TO MATERIAL THINGS. 
TENDS TO EXIST ONLY FOR THE STATE. DOES NOT RESPECT SELF OR OTHERS. 

YOU, MAN, and Your INDIVIDUALITY 
FINALLY, YOUR INDIVIDUALITY IS MAN TENDS TO BE ANIMAL LI KE. 
SUPPRESSED BY THE STATE. YOU . J MORAL CONSIDERATIONS ARE UN IM-
ARE CONSIDERED NOTHING MORE PORTANT. MAN YI ELDS TO THE 
THAN PHYSICAL MATTER IN MOTION, STATE MOLD IN ORDER TO SURVIVE 
AN ANIMAl. - BECOMES A NUMBER. 

(MARXIAN-ATH EI S M) 

Study this chart to compare the two different climates created 
created by the State affects man, his ideas, his values, and his r 
vations in turn affect him, his family, and his whole environment. 



\I\ICRLDS© 

WITH FREEDOM 
UNDER THESE CONDITIONS PROBABLE REACTION 

RELIANCE and RESPONSIBILITY 
RELIANCE IS PUT ON THE INDI- YOU WORK HARD, BECOME PRUDENT, 
VIDUAL TO CARE FOR SELF AND RESOURCEFUL, THRIFTY. YOU ACCEPT 
FAMILY. RESPONSIBILITY IS PLACED RESPONSIBILITY AND WORK TO 
WITH YOU. PRESERVE YOUR FREEDOM. 

TALENTS and REWARD 
TALENTS OF ALL KINOS ARE 
ENCOURAGED. REWARD IS OBTAINED 
BY THE VALUE OF YOUR TALENTS 
IN SERVING YOUR FELLOW MAN. 

YOU TRY TO DEVELOP ALL YOUR 
TALENTS. YOU SEEK TO SERVE YOUR 
FELLOW MAN AS THE MEANS OF 
HIS REWARDING YOUR EFFORTS. 

POSSESSIONS and LAND 
THE IDEA OF PRIVATE PROPERTY IS YOU WORK TO ACQUIRE PROPERTY 
ADVOCATED, RESPECTED, AND AS MEANS OF COMFORT AND AS 
PROTECTED BY THE STATE. AID IN BECOMING SELF RELIANT. 

JUSTICE and CONTROL 
JUSTICE IS EQUAL FOR ALL, BY YOU ACT WITH ASSURANCE; CAN 
LAW, CONSTANT AND IMPARTIAL. . PREDICT RESULTS OF YOUR ACTS. 
CONTROL IS MAINLY INTERNAL, BY -: YOU GIVE CONSIDERATION TO 
SELF DISCIPLINE, IN ACCORD WITH RESULTS OF YOUR ACTIONS ON 
MORAL VALUES. YOUR FEllOW MAN. 

VIRTUE and RESPECT 
VIRTUE IS TAUGHT AND PRACTICED YOU RECOGNIZE YOUR CREATION IN 
AS DIVINE RULE. RESPECT IS \; SPIRITUAL IMAGE OF ALMIGHTY. YOU 
ENCOURAGED IN SELF, THEN '): ACT TO ATIAIN SELF RESPECT, AND 
EXTENDED TO OTHERS ACCORDING GIVE RESPECT TO OTHERS WHERE 
TO TH EIR MERIT. MERITED. 

YOU, MAN, and Your INDIVIDUALITY 
YOU ARE CONSIDERED TO HAVE A YOU TtNO TO REACT IN ACCORD 
SOUL, A DIVINE CREATION. YOUR ~ WITH MORAL STANDARDS; REFLECT 
INDlVIDUAUT'f IS RECOGNIZED AND YOUR DIVINE CREATION. YOU REGARD 
RESPECTED BY BOTH STATE AND AND RESPECT YOUR FELLOW MAN 
YOUR FELLOW MAN. AS AN INDIVIDUAL ALSO. 

(.J UD EO-C H RI STIAN C U LTU RE) 

the conditions in which man lives. Consider how the climate 
tivations. What each man does with his ideas, values and moti-
31so affects his hereafter for "man does not live by bread alone. '" 
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Group 1 Part 3 

THE FALL OF NATIONS Discussion Guide 

1. People in the United States today have an average life span of seventy 
years . Do you feel that nations, like people, will die after a span of time? 
Wh y? 

2. The scrip t starts with old Babylon, about 4000 B.C. What particular condi
tions gave Babylon a good start as the cra dle of civilization? What countries 
today occupy the land area of old Babylon? 

3. Ancient Egypt is the next nation mentioned in the script. How long a time 
interval was there between the fall of Babylon and the rise of ancient Egypt? 
What significant contributions did ancient Egypt make to civilizaton? 

4. What country today is most nearly the descendent of old Assyria? Are 
there any traces of Assyria today such as writings or languages? What was 
the name of its capital city? 

5. How would you describe the kind of governments of Babylon, Egypt, and 
Assyria? 

6. Which of these three nations rose again to attain the most prosperous and 
magnificent standard of living in all history up to that time? What are some 
of th e architectural remains of that culture? 

7. The script next mentions briefly three nations that rose for a compara
tively short time after the second fall of Egypt and before the rise of Greece. 
What were these three nations? (New Babylon, Phoenicia and Persia.) 

8. Among the city-states of Greece , which were the two most notable? 

9 . How would you describe Sparta's government? For what was it noted? 
How would you describe Athens' government? For what was it noted? 

10. What kind of government did Greece have under Alexander the Great? 

11. What are some of the most notable heritages from ancient Greece? 

12. Did Rome replace Greece as the mightiest power by conquering Greece? 

13. How would you describe the government of Rome: (a) prior to Julius 
Caesar, and (b) after Julius Caesar? 

14. What are some of the most notable heritages from ancient Rome? 
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15. What phrase is used to describe the state of world civilization after the 
fall of Rome? (The Dark Ages) How much time passed before another civil
ization and culture began to emerge? 

16. The scrip t suggests three basic causes for the fa ll of all these nations. 
What were the basic causes suggested? Do you feel there were other reasons 
that accoun t for the fall of these nations, and if so, what do you fe el these 
other causes were? 

17. Is there any evidence to show that once a nation had started to decline. 
it was possible to reverse the trend for any period of time, even as much as 
twenty-five or fifty years? 

18. What evidence, if any, appears to you as a sign of moral , political, or 
economic decay in these United States? 

19. To what nation did the term "bread and circuses" refer to originally? 
Are there any parallels in his tory since then to indicate that other na tions 
and rulers have resorted to the same devices? 

20. Compare the trends in the United States today to the trends that existed 
in the nations of history that have risen to great heigh ts only to decline into 
oblivion. Which of the following statements describes the condition of the 
United States today? 

[a) The United States is still growing in power and influence. 

(b) The United States is at the apex of its power and influence. 

[c) The United States is declining in power and influence. 

(Note: Survey the group and have one or two people explain why they se
lected (a) , (b) or (c}.) 

21. If people in the group selected (c) in question 20, what would you suggest 
needs to be done to reverse the decline? Why? 

notes 
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Group 1 Part 4 

THE TWO GOVERNMENTS Discussion Guide 

1. What do you thi nk are the prope r functions of government? In other 
w ords, what is government supposed to do? Are there things government is 
not supp osed to do? If so, what? [Note: Consider the nature of aU the world's 
governments to determine your answers.} 

2. Consider the definition fo r government that was used in the script. "Gov
ernment is nothing more than a legal monopoly of the use of physical fo rce, 
by pe rsons upon persons, for the purpose of regulating and directing human 
affairs." (a) Assuming that it is legal, wha t makes it legal? (b) Why is it neces
sary that government be a monopoly? 

3. More often than not, gove rnment does no t us e physical force upon people. 
v It uses the authority and persuasion of law. Why must it have the final power 

of physical force? What is the ul timate in the use of physical force? 

4. For whatever each of us may believe to be the proper function of govern
m en t, the right to exercise that function must come from somewhere. Where 
does government get that right? Tabulate the answers as nearly as possible 
into the following two categories : (a) Government receives its right from man 
- either all men or a lesser group of men. (b) Go vernment receives its right 
from some source other than man. 

5. (For those wh o believe that government gets its right from man.) Can man 
give a right to government to exercise which the man hi mself does not have 
in the first place? i.e .: Le t us assume tha t man does not have the ri ht to 
s correct to assume t at man, or a group of men, can give such 
a right to the governmen 

6. (For those who believe that government gets its right from some source 
other than man.) How do you de scribe such a source? How do you decid e 
what limita ions of ri h ls such a source laces on overnment? How do ],[ou 
a tain the agreement of other people on what those limitations are? 

7. By what ti tles have absolute, one-man, rulers of nations been known? 

8. During medieval times rulers who claimed to have received their right to 
rule from a source other than man used a phrase to describe the source of 
their power. Wha t was that phrase? (Divine right of kings.) 

9. Throughout h istory, with but few exceptions, man 's government has been 
rule in an absolute manner by one man or a small group of men. What w ord 
or phrase would you use to describe such a typ e of government? 
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10. What evidence do we have that the thoughts and deliberations of the 
founding fathers of the United States were contrary to the great preponder
ance of governmental concepts throughout history? 

11. Returning for a moment to the overall question of the function of govern
ment, the theory has been advanced that: "Government should do th ose things 
which the people want done , which the eo Ie cannot do for themselves." 

ow many a e group subscribe to this the ory? How many do not? 

12. (For those who subscrib e to this theory.) Explain what person or persons 
are to make the decision of whe ther or not: (a) "the people want it done ." 
What people want it done? How many people wan t it done? In the doing, is 
it liable to infringe in any wayan the rights of the people who do not want 
it done? How should this matter be resolved? And (h) "the people cannot do 
for th emselves." How sh all such a situation be determined? If all , or even a 
vast majority of the people really want to accomplish something, why can 
they not voluntarily an d cooperatively accomplish it? If they cannot do it, 
legally, why can an instrument of their own creation and control do it for 
them? 

13. Of all the w onderful and fabulous things which we enjoy and use in this 
day and age, such as our daily conveniences, how many of them can we 
ascribe to our government? How many of them can w e ascribe to th e activities 
of individuals and cooperative groups of individuals acting withou t the aid 
of government? List on a blackbo ard or large marking sheet some of the 
wonders of our t ime. Then to the left of each item identify it s source, whether 
governmental or private sector. or a combination of the two, showing the 
percentage of the contribution fro m each sector . 

14. To what extent should it be a func tion of govern ment to effe ct a one_time] 
or continuing redistribution of the existing wealth or re so urces of a nation' s 
private sector? How has government acquired this righ t? Do you have such 
a right as a citizen? Do you and one other citizen have such a right? You and I 

two others? You and three oth er s? etc.? 

15. A government must first ge t th e money before it can give money, or 
anything else , to any person, group of persons, or even another government. 
What is the source of all the money that a government can obtain? 

16. Do you feel tha t it is a proper functi on of government to be a benevolent 
provider? To whom, an d to what extent? Who shall decide? What other 
sources are there to help people who are in need and want? Suppose you and 
I decide. between ourselves, that these sources are n ot doing the job that 
ought to be done to help the people in need and want. Do we have the right 
t o impose our decision on others? By what means? Shall we use force, either 
our own or our government 's force? 

17. At va rious t imes in our discussion, the idea of maj ority rule has been 
referred to as a decis ion making method. What are the good points of such a 
method? Wha t are the bad points of such a method? Is there a possible 
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combination or limitation on majority rule that would make the method work
able? To what extent has our own form of government achieved such a com
bination and limitation? 

Notes 

A SUGGESTED CLASS STUDY PLAN 

1st Period: 

2nd Period: 

3rd Period: 

4th Period: 
(5th Period) 

Do the before and after quiz of a single part of this Group and 
show the program. Discuss the questions in the filmstrip. 
Make notes on additional questions that arise during the 
discussion. 

Devote this period (and other time) to research about the 
subject of the program. 

Show the program again. Follow it with discussion to bring 
together the research, questions raised earlier, and the ques
tions from the Discussion Guide. 

Continue the discussion to air all the viewpoints. Ask the 
students to explain the basis of their viewpoints. Finish the 
study with an oral or written quiz to emphasize the necessity 
of examining as many facts as possible. (Optional: show the 
program again.) 

Repeat the above plan of study for each part of this Group. If time allows, 
each fifth week of study may be used for a comprehensive study and re
search of the subject of the Group. Introduce new, related material that may 
have been discovered during individual research in the preceding four weeks. 
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